
PROTECTIVE HEADWEAR

PRODUCT DATA SHEET:  HH6FB-(COLOUR)

V6 UNVENTED FULL BRIM HARD HAT

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
   HELMET
 - Certified to AS/NZS 1801:1997 Occupational Protective Helmets.
 - Full brim hard hat features extended brim over the neck & ears, 

   helping to reduce the amount of harmful UV radiation from the sun.
 - Replaceable cotton sweatband.

   HARNESS
 - Fits all head sizes: 53cm - 66cm.
 - 6 point 25mm webbing ratchet harness.
 - Quick & easy single hand adjustment ratchet whilst wearing 

   the helmet.
 - Ideal for high wind areas when a secure fit is needed quickly.
 - Padded swivel feature for advanced positioning on back of the head.
 - Replacement harness code: HHHR-V6

AVAILABLE IN

PRODUCT DETAILS
Helmet Material:
Harness Materials:
Weight:
Colours:
Size:

ABS Plastic
HDPE/Polyester
438g (complete with harness)
White, Yellow
53cm - 66cm

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

ADJUSTABLE LIGHTWEIGHT LOGO  
PRINTING

MODULAR OSFA

Upon issue, wearers name & date of issue should be printed on the label 
provided.
Pro Choice Safety Gear hard hats should be inspected for any 
deterioration or damage prior to use. Pro Choice Safety Gear hard hats 
with excessive damage (cracks, colour distortion or deep abrasions) 
should be disposed of. Entire hard hat, including harness, should be 
cleaned with warm soapy water (avoid any solvents) on a regular basis & 
sweatband replaced.
Industry recommends hard hat shell be replaced after 3 years of working 
life.
Components of the hard hat harness may deteriorate during its normal 
working life, & as a result the harness should be replaced at intervals no 
longer than 2 years.
To extend your hard hat working life, avoid excessive exposure to UV & 
any solvents.

HARD HAT PRINTING SERVICE
The need to distinguish workers in various occupations on a work site 
can be for safety or convenience.
For example, having a safety officer readily identified by the colour of 
their hard hat can improve efficiencies; while being aware of who is a 
visitor or sub-contractor can improve security.
To further enhance these advantages, Pro Choice Safety Gear now offers 
a pad printing & a vinyl printing service that can customise hard hats - 
before a customer takes delivery.
Speak to your Pro Choice Safety Gear sales representative about adding 
value to your hard hat sales by utilising our pad printing or vinyl cut print 
service.

STANDARDS
CERTIFIED TO: 
AS/NZS 1801:1997 Occupational Protective Helmets
Type 1 - Industrial
To be used in conjunction with:
AS/NZS 1800:1998 Occupational Protective 
Helmets - Selection, care & use

AS/NZS1801:1997 
Lic SMKH 20500

White (HH6FB-W), Yellow (HH6FB-Y)

HH6FB-W
PRODUCT CODE: 
HH6FB-Y

PARAMOUNT SAFETY PRODUCTS NEW ZEALAND
7 SIR WOOLF FISHER DRIVE, HIGHBROOK, 
EAST TAMAKI, AUCKLAND 2013

TECH SUPPORT: 0800 888 778 
CUSTOMER SERVICE: 0800 888 778 
EMAIL: INFO@PARAMOUNTSAFETY.CO.NZ

PROCHOICESAFETYGEAR.COM
PARAMOUNTSAFETY.COM

PARAMOUNT SAFETY PRODUCTS AUSTRALIA
12 FELLOWSHIP ROAD, 
GNANGARA, WA 6077

TECH SUPPORT: 1300 275 820 
CUSTOMER SERVICE: 1300 770 723 
EMAIL: INFO@PARAMOUNTSAFETY.COM
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APPLICATIONS
The Pro Choice Safety Gear range of protective headwear is ideal 
for protection against danger from falling objects in a wide range of 
applications in both workplace and recreational environments. Typical 
applications include but are not limited to: Agriculture, aviation, 
automotive, chemical manufacturing, construction, forestry, heavy 
engineering, manufacturing, metal processing, mining and quarrying, 
transportation.


